HOW TO ORDER
Step 3: Determine Model Number
Now that you have determined the series number and connector number of the accessory you wish to order, you can determine the model
number of the accessory by combining them.
If the connector number begins with an X, replace the two trailing zeroes in the product series number with the two numeric digits of the
connector number. Example: for an SPM-2100 series speaker microphone using an X23 connector, the model number would be SPM2123. If the connector number begins with an N or an M, insert the entire connector number in place of the two trailing zeroes in the
product series number. Example: for a BT-500 series Bluetooth adapter with a M33 connector, the model number would be BT-5M33.

Step 4: Determine Pricing
The manufacturer suggested retail price (MSRP) is shown on each product series page in the catalog. This price is typically shown as a
range. For example, on page 38 the MSRP of the Responder™ SPM-300EB series lapel microphone is shown as $30-50. The lower price
applies to connector numbers which are shown as ONE-PIN or TWO-PIN on the connector chart. The higher price is for connectors which
are listed as MULTI-PIN. So, for example a SPM-302EB (which uses an X02, SINGLE-PIN connector) would be priced at $30 while an SPM333EB (with a MULTI-PIN X33 connector) would be the higher $50 price.

Ordering on PRYME.com
The PRYME.com website now makes it easier than ever to determine the correct model number for your PRYME accessory and to place
an order. Simply open your web browser and go to PRYME.com and then browse our product section until you locate the product series
page for the accessory you wish to order.

To determine a model number for a PRYME accessory, click on
the COMPATIBILITY tab at the bottom of the product series page.
Select the name of radio manufacturer for the two-way radio
the accessory will be used with and then type the radio model
number in the text box.
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Typically, a multi-pin connector will cost $30 (MSRP) more than a one or two pin model.

A drop-down menu will appear showing radios with a similar model
number to what you have typed. Simply select the correct model number
from the list and you will be shown the model numbers of all compatible
models available for that series of accessory.

You can also place an order directly on PRYME.com by using the
BUY NOW tab located at the bottom of the product series page.
Just choose the correct model number from the drop-down box,
select a quantity, and add the item(s) to your shopping cart. The
correct pricing will be shown automatically.
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